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Overview
z Basics
– Jan Christoph Meister‘s model
– Event
– Episode
– Computational approach
z Application to comedy
– Heuristics
– Corpus analysis
– Results
z Summary and Conclusion
Meister‘s Narratological Model
z Formalized description of action constructs
z Event-ontological
z Recipient-constructive
z Inductive
z Constructive due to the creation of episodes and 
action as mental constructs
z Influenced by Thomas Pavel‘s „Move Grammar“ and 
Algirdas Julien Greimas‘ „Semiotic Square“
Events
z Only narrated ontological entity of action
which could be perceived by readers in the
narrative
z Event objects: Objects or discourse
Events
z Changing of an object‘s state of affairs within
a narrated period (time)
z Formalized description: event (object, 
PCdisp, Pdisp, PCexp, Pexp, StartDisp, 
EndExp)
Episodes
z Smallest mental construct of action
z Constructed by combining two events
z Combination rules depending on the relation
of the event predications to one another
z Predicate relationship is theoratically
grounded on Pavel and Greimas
Episodes
Problem: early work
→ Revision of the semantic
square to the episodic
square:
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Computational Approach
z Collecting data: events are the only
ontological entities which could be perceived
empirically by recipients – subjects
z EventParser: Software tool to identify, 
interpret and store events in standardized
knowlegde base by subjects
z EpiTest: Program to test the possibilities to 
construct episodes and complex action from
the knowlegde base
EventParser
EventParser
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EpiTest - Results
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Heuristic
T = der Philosoph Thales
M = die Thrakische Magd
Problem:
T. will die Welt
ergründen
Problem:
T. hat keinen Blick
für das Naheliegende
Problem:
M. belehrt T.
Problem:
T. wird von M.
ausgelacht
Lösung:
T. beobachtet das
Universum
Lösung:
T. stürzt in den Brunnen
und wird von 
M. beobachtet
Lösung:
T. verfügt über neue
Erkenntnis
Lösung:
Magd durch das Missgeschick
von T. Amüsiert
Move 1
Move 2
Move 4
Move 3
~Semem 1: klug
~Semem -2: erfahren
~Semem -1: belehrt
~Semem 2: einfältig
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Epsiodic Square and Comedy
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The Episodic Square of Comedy
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Validation – Corpus Analysis
z Small corpus: 8 narrations
z Sorry: till now no knowlegde about the theory
of building up a corpus
z Narrations linked together by my assumption
that they have a comic impact
z Time-robbing job to collect the data
z Subject: Me – independent due to my theory
and assumed results????
Results – Work in Progress
z Manipulation of the text parsing tool due to 
the reformulated definition of events as 
comedy events
→ Appearance of a change in the knowledge
base: ~synonym ↔ ~antonym pairs of 
predicates
z Failure while building the EpiTest software
from the manipulated / adapted code
Results – Work in Progress
Results – Knowlegde Base Analysis
z Fact: Comedy events are collected
z Prediction: Comedy episodes and action constructs
are expected by testing the knowledge base with the
rebuilt EpiTest called CepiTest
(ComedyEpisodeTestingTool)
z Assumption: Comedy events and episode constructs
might be linked to that part of a text, which recipients
find the pointe intuitively and feel the comic effect
Overview
z Jan Christoph Meister‘s model
– Event
– Episode
– Computational approach
z Application on comedy
– Heuristics
– Corpus analysis
– Results
z Summary and Conclusion
Summary – Conclusion
z Model of comedy construction
z Contribution to a grammar of comedy and 
humor
The Model of Comedy Construction
z Shift in Meister`s theory seems to be valid
z Shift in the relationship of event predicates
from contradiction to implication
Contribution to a Grammar of
Comedy
z Comedy is a mental construct of 
interpretation evoked by the narrative entity
z This construct is part of the narrated fictional
world,
z But distinguished by incongruency and 
contrast on the basis of disbelief of the
logical reality of the ficition.
Contribution to a Grammar of
Comedy
z Formalized description of narrated comedy
z Points to cognitive interpretations of literature
z Extends formal descriptions as GVTH and 
SSTH (Raskin & Attardo) based on linguistic
theories
z Extension of humor research from the
semantic of speech to the poetic of language
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